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ASSIGNMENT
Design two monograms: one serif, one sans serif. Monograms are 
design motifs created by combining and/or overlapping letters 
resulting in the creation of a new letter, shape or idea. Designing 
a monogram requires that you combine and manipulate letter 
forms to create a pleasing combination. Monograms are the oldest 
forms of identification and first appeared on coins around 350BC. 
Many contemporary companies choose to use their initials as 
their corporate logo or brand identity, so the skills you acquire 
successfully completing this assignment may serve you well one 
day when you’re asked to design a new corporate lettermark. By 
closely studying, copying, manipulating and combining letter 
forms you will learn to recognize the beautiful formal aspects of 
individual letter forms, their relationships to one another and to 
other design elements.

“Geometry can produce a legible letter but art alone makes them 
beautiful. Art begins where geometry ends, and imparts to letters a 
character transcending mere measurement.” Paul Standard, 1947

WORKING METHODOLOGY
1. Begin by drawing the letters (3) of your initials using the  
 typefaces I’ve given you. (You should consider doing this on two  
 separate pieces of tracing paper so you can play with moving  
 one letter over another.) 
2. Look to see if any combinations of letters suggest a pleasing  
 shape, arrangement or repetition of forms. 
3. Look for strokes which are common in two of the letters (such  
 as how both capital Y and X have similarly angled sides).
4. You are required to manipulate letter forms in the design  
 process, but remember that the final design should remain  
 legible.
5. Repeat the steps above using a sans serif typeface provided by  
 your instructor. This version may use only two initials.
6. Pen tool final versions and mount as instructed.

PRESENTATION
Two 6” x 6” high quality laser prints (leave about 1” white space 
around your final monogram) center mounted on 15” x 10” vertical 
black mat board. Put your name and date on the back.

OBJECTIVES
• Recognize and learn the formal characteristics of letter forms.
• Begin to see and identify the unity and consistency in the  
 design  of typefaces.
• Understand that letter forms are the fundamental components  
 of all typographic communication. 
• Develop and hone your visual refinement skills.
• Hone hand and pen tooling skills.

SCHEDULE
Fri Sep 2  Review Monogram Assignment
   Homework: 30 Serif Monograms Pencil  
   Thumbnails (2 inch template)

Mon Sep 5 Labor Day, No Class
Wed Sep 7 Critique 30 Serif Thumbnails
   Homework: Revise best 10 Serif Monograms 
   Thumbnails in pencil (3 inch template)
Fri Sep 9  Critique 10 Serifs
   Homework: 30 Sans Serif Pencil   
   Thumbnails, Revise 2 Serif pencils

Mon Sep 12 Critique 30 Sans Serif Thumbnails & Serif  
   pencil drawings    
   Homework: Revise best 10 Sans Serif  
   Monograms
Wed Sep 14 Homework: Digitize 2 best Serif and redraw 
   2 best Sans Serif logos at 3 inches in pencil
Fri Sep 16  Critique 2 Serif and 2 Sans Serif Monograms
   Homework: Digitize 4 drawings in vector,  
   bring printed out in black and white.

Mon Sep 19 Critique 4 digital monograms
   Homework: Rework best 2 monograms, 1  
   Sans-serif, 1 Serif.
Wed Sep 21 Final Critique, bring printouts of best Serif  
   and Sans-serif monograms.
Fri Sep 23 Project Due


